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Problem: What are you being asked to do? What are you trying to find out? Summarize in your own words. Planning Phase:
1)What am I supposed to learn?

2)What prior knowledge will help me?

3)What should I do first?

4) Is there information or notes that can
help me?

5)How much time do I have to complete
this?

Your Questions: Keep track of what
you are confused about or don’t
understand. Write your questions here.

Knows: What information, formulas, or strategies do you already know that can help you solve this problem? List what you know.

Need to Knows: What information, formula, or strategy do you need to help you solve this problem? Do you need to know how to create an
equation or solve it? Do you need to create a graph or complete a table? Do you need to know a formula and how to use it? Do you need to
know a strategy that can help you solve this kind of problem?

Plan/Strategy: How will you use the information, formula, or strategy you decided on to solve the problem? What step should you do first in
order to solve the problem? What are the next steps? List your steps.
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Steps: Show your mathematical calculations. Explanation/Justification: State what step or

calculations you made and explain why you did it.
Keep track of your thought process.

Monitoring Phase:
1) How am I doing? Am I on the right

track? Are my calculations right so far?

2) How should I go from h ere? What is
the next step?

3) What information is important to
remember?

4) Is my strategy working out well?
Should I change my strategy?

5) Should I adjust the pace because of the
difficulty? Do I need to slow down?

6)What can I do if I do not understand?
Can I look at my notes? Can I watch
a tutorial video? Can I ask a
classmate or the teacher?

Your Questions: Keep track of what
you are confused about or don’t
understand. Write your questions here.
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Steps: Show your mathematical calculations. Explanation/Justification: State what step or

calculations you made and explain why you did it.
Keep track of your thought process.

Your Questions: Keep track of what
you are confused about or don’t
understand. Write your questions here.
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Answer: What solution did you get at the end? Use proper grammar, spelling, and complete sentences if the question asks you to explain or
justify how you got an answer or to support your answer with evidence. No slang or abbreviations.

Evaluation Phase:
1) How well did I do? Did my answer

make sense?

2) What did I learn? Did I get the results I
expected? Should I check my answer
with someone?

3) What could I have done differently?
Can I apply this way of thinking to
other problems or situations?

4) Is there anything I don’t understand?
Do I have any questions?

5)How can I apply this line of thinking to
other problems?

Your Questions: Keep track of what
you are confused about or don’t
understand. Write your questions here.


